Lessons in Gifting
Gifting is a very other-centred activity – we gift because we care for the other, about the opportunity
to bring them happiness and, in so doing, experience the other’s joy at receiving the gift as our own.
Purely and simply, it is a means of connection between self and other, joy enjoined, a conscious
undertaking of reciprocal recognition, but one where, paradoxically, we ‘forget’ ourselves. There is no
thought of ‘us’ in the moment of the offering, only ‘them’. The words ‘selfless’ and ‘gifting’ coalesce
when the other’s joy is mirrored in our own face – a case of ‘I see you’ in each of its expressive
renderings.
It might seem crazy, but this lesson was brought home to me most deeply by a cockatoo. Yet not so
crazy when you think about it. Each and every experience we have during our time here is a teaching
opportunity. And this one just happened to be conducted between the bars of a cage at a bird park in
the tropics …
Birds have always held a special place in our family’s heart – perhaps because we love to watch them
fly, dive, hover, soar while we stand, feet firmly planted on the ground, in awe of their ability. Such a
beautiful, natural way of getting high! In his wisdom, Rumi (2003, p.49) describes it this way:
Birds make great sky-circles
of their freedom.
How do they learn that?
They fall, and falling,
they’re given wings.
Each member of our family approaches this special avian place in the heart from a different
perspective – my partner with binoculars trained and species field-guide to hand; I enacting Rumi’s
‘fall’ by connecting to spirit, what their behaviour, flight path, call means; while our children see birds
as simply a feathered version of sentience – they just are, and ‘pretty cool’ about it too.
It was a typically hot and steamy
Singapore day as we wandered the
shaded enclosures of Jurong. With
great delight we arrived at the section
of park devoted to cockatoos, a
collective of species I adore for their
sheer raucous joy of life. There is no
more uplifting morning ritual than to
be woken by a flock of cockatoos
announcing to all and sundry that
they’re awake too, screeching a flight
arc through a dawn-lit sky, so
burstingly ready to engage a world
fresh-made that very day, it seems,
solely for their enjoyment. Of course in these enclosures there was no such freedom to sky-soar but
the blue-eyed cockatoos we came across were on the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species, part of a
clutch of hatchlings rescued from poachers some years prior. In the grand scheme of things we all live
within the parameters of our circumstances to some extent or other. These cockatoos’ home here in
Singapore was the best outcome that could be hoped for at the time.
As we drew near, one cockatoo seemed as interested in my 10-year-old as he was in it, and left his
perch further back in the enclosure to get ‘up close and personal’ by clinging to the bars of the cage.
The two peered at each other long, luminous blue eyes mirrored on either side of the wire. Then the
cockatoo climbed down, picked up a leaf from the litter below with his claw, and climbed back up as
we watched. With great deliberation, he shifted leaf from claw to beak – a deft action common to
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cockatoos but relatively unusual amongst bird species as a whole – before starting to shovel the leaf
out through the bars of the cage. Where it dropped to the ground.
‘Oh,’ said my son, ‘he’s dropped his leaf,’ and instantly
bent down to pick it up. ‘Do you want it back?’ he asked
the cockatoo, who was following his every movement.
Assuming as much, he pushed it back between the bars
where it dropped to the floor of the enclosure. Again the
cockatoo manoeuvred himself down the side of the cage,
grabbed the same leaf amongst the plethora of others there
and repeated the sequence, pushing the leaf back out
through the bars. But this time he held it longer in his
beak.
‘I think he wants you to take it,’ I remarked and as my son
delicately held one edge of the leaf, the cockatoo gently
released his beak from the other.
‘It’s like a present!’ said my son, all aglow with the joy of
gift received. ‘But I’m going to give it back to him,’ he
decided. ‘It can be a present for him now.’ A beautiful
game thus ensued, of leaf passed back and forth between these two children, a connection established
through reciprocal recognition, through a caring interest in the wellbeing and happiness of the other,
enjoined as selfless gifting.
‘Every existence in nature … is something which was given … But as everything is originally one, we
are, in actuality, giving out everything … Even though you do not realise the oneness of this “big I”
with everything, when you give something you feel good, because at that time you feel at one with
what you are giving’ (Suzuki 2011, p.51). I’m
sure this beautiful blue-eyed cockatoo,
Cacatua ophthalmica, native to the lowland
and hill forests of the Papua New Guinean
island of New Britain, had never heard of the
Zen master Shunryu Suzuki, let alone read his
‘Beginner’s Mind’ manifesto. But in
expressing his true nature and selfless desire to
gift something he cherished – a leaf – to a
child, the thread of connection which binds us
each to the other to the other without end, and
all back to the One, happened as a matter-ofcourse. My son’s joy fuelled the cockatoo’s
joy, and over and over the scenario was played
out till both grew tired. Ah, but a connection, once established, can never be severed. Each now
housed a small sliver of the other in his own embodied knowing. Like nested fishes, they had found
the spot of colour which enabled their communion – and in this case, it was bright blue ...
We called it ‘saying Grace’
As a child, our family enjoined a ritual before each evening meal – ‘saying Grace’. Its aim was to give
thanks for the gifts received from – at that stage for me at least – an unknown, unseen ‘source’. The
flipside of ‘selfless gifting’, it was as much a tool of reciprocal recognition as any other I have more
latterly engaged, but at the time I pored over the wording in depth (I am a technician of words, after
all): For what we are about to receive, The Lord make us truly thankful, In Christ’s name, Amen. I
remember thinking as an eight-year-old: Why is it the Lord’s job to make us thankful? Aren’t we able
to be thankful all by ourselves?
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The answer? Perhaps yes, perhaps no. What I can say now to my eight-year-old self, though, is that
consciousness of the whole process of gifting and thanksgiving plays a crucial role in how we
approach the ritual, in how we understand the significance of reciprocal recognition, of mirroring each
other’s joy – here and now – and what that can contribute to wholeness in the world.
My son played the ‘gifting game’ back and forth with the cockatoo several times before it twigged in
my own mind about its purpose, about the way of love underlying the ritual. Explaining this to my son
(in kid-speak: ‘He may be very different to you in one way but his gift is as precious and important to
him as any best human friend would give you’) made the game infinitely more enriching – cockatoo
included. It was as if we all now ‘got it’, and could settle into a singular plane of consistency where
the joy at love shared could flourish into a collective cone of joy radiating out into the world. It’s a
phenomenon I explore from a different perspective in this essay, but still with consciousness of intent
and action twinned at its core.
This lesson in gifting, received a couple of years ago now, has also had a latter-day purpose,
reminding me of a gift I myself had received many, many years before – also from a bird, a kingfisher
in fact, blue-winged, bright-eyed. In being offered the gift at the time, however, I was completely
unconscious to the intent underlying the action. Indeed the encounter had completely receded from my
memory until uplifted by writing-into-existence the cockatoo’s lesson. Like many events in our lives,
meaning only becomes clear with the opportunity for reflection and context. I could not have
integrated my meeting with the kingfisher into the holistic knowing I have now without all the
subsequent events that informed my understanding since that time – including the cockatoo’s.
This kingfisher – one of the ten
species occurring in Australia and
aptly named ‘sacred’ – had a special
watchtower, a dead tree in the marshy
far end of a pond in the middle of the
bush. I’d sit on the verandah of a
simple 10-foot-square hut at the near
end of the pond and watch as he
scanned the water for signs of good
things to eat – long hours were thus
spent in silence for us both. However,
one day it seemed that the kingfisher
had not only been watching the water,
but also me. Unexpectedly he flew,
direct to the verandah, and landed not
two metres away from where I sat on
a camping stool. He carried something in his beak and as I watched, breath held and stock still so I
wouldn’t scare him away, he hopped slightly closer and dropped it to the floor. With keen dark eyes,
several times he looked down to the thing he had dropped before back up to meet my gaze.
Eventually I spoke. Is that for me? I asked. In response, he flapped up to the barbecue on the corner of
the verandah and perched on its lid. Then after a few minutes flew off, back to his tower. And I
reached down to ‘unwrap’ my gift – a perfectly tidy dead moth …
Extraordinarily it is only so many years later (yes, I am a slow learner!) that I understand how the
kingfisher first began to awaken my awareness to the way of love between each form of sentience in
creation, his selfless gift a case of reciprocal recognition – pure. Traditional cultures’ sensitivity to
animal messengers from the Otherworld is well known but I, schooled in western modes-of-thinking,
needed to re-learn this ancient knowledge, re-attune to its most primal of wisdoms – in this case
discovering that the kingfisher is symbolic of diving into the unconscious to retrieve the holy grail of
spiritual truth. It is a knowing I explore from another perspective in this short fiction, yet dedicated to
my original ‘sacred’ teacher whose treasured gift, now little more than a small mound of dust, put me
on the unwieldy path to understanding, like a ribbon of road unspooling before my feet.
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And this understanding, as it continues to unfold with each step I take, is the greatest gift in itself – it
means recognising that no event, no experience, no time or space is not infused with satori; it means
shaking my head in bewilderment to recall how I challenged Mr1300BC when he said: Life is satori
more than a year past; it means knowing that ‘saying Grace’ is not a task to be relegated to a certain
occasion or place, but a constant way of being moment-by-unfolding-moment.
As all animals are messengers, so too all landscapes speak. And our task is to listen, in order to enable
us to connect with the one life underlying the all, an understanding which rests in the fact that each
genius loci is an opportunity for conscious sensory engagement with the most simple of gifts, sheer
beingness or presence, each moment thus an opportunity to turn my pen to praise …
Each time I look
into the heart of this valley
I say Grace.
And each time I hear
the wind say: ‘Join me’
I say Grace.
Each time I smell
warmed embers of burnt beech
I say Grace.
And each time I taste
granite-grazed mountain water
I say Grace.
Each time I touch
soft needles on ancient larch
I say Grace.
And yes. Each time, each time,
in each place, each place, I feel
Grace sear my heart with her branding iron.
To remind me to give thanks –
to You.
One small word
Sana. I had never heard the word before it spontaneously arose as ‘words formed’ one day in
meditation. I went hunting. It means ‘praise’ in Persian, likewise in Urdu – saying Grace by another
name. Mr1300BC has a lot of languages under his belt, it seems. Sana. One small word – like that
other small word, love – where intent and action are matched.
There is a well-annotated hadith which underscores sana’s ultimate purpose: I was a hidden treasure
and longed to be known, so created the world that I might be known. Our conscious witness, our
thanksgiving for this life, our mirroring of love, of joy, is a gift returned to the source. The truth of
Grace is lived through us, through all creation. Yet my own saying of Grace is so very small, my voice
of thanks miniscule, a mouse-squeak of praise incapable of mirroring the vast enormity of gifts
received.
But then I remember Laleima, her firefly spark of love. Then I remember Samir’s ring, opening me to
enlightened specks of dust. And I know it will be OK. All is well and all shall be well, Julian of
Norwich was counselled. Each of us has a direct line of connection to the divine, and I’m convinced
that each mouse-squeak is heard loud and clear across the cosmos, a resonant hum growing all the
while the more we mirror joy. Sana. Grace. Pure. Lived.
Thank you for reading.
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